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Maintenance ... schmaintenance

I n part one of my  article on 
maintenance (Building Connection 
winter 2011) , I explained typical 

maintenance jargon and the simple 
things you probably all had a good 
idea about. This article will get you 
up to speed with the key issues of 
maintenance policy and the maintenance 
of more complex buildings. 

The big end of town is making money 
from good maintenance decisions. They 
cleverly balance durability, updating 
of appearance, functional upgrades 
(environmental improvements) and the 
never-ending reduction of risk. 

You all know I use diagrams and 
the  one over the page is probably the 
best  to help everyone understand how 
maintenance works over time. What my 
drawing says is that all materials age 
and will eventually need to be replaced  
for either performance or appearance 
reasons. Properly timed maintenance 
at the end of the period of deterioration 
should return the material to close to its 
new level.

Most materials tolerate neglect. But 
even good works will deteriorate and 
initially need  minor works, then major 
works and ultimately replacement. 
Obviously, you want to catch neglect 
before it becomes dangerous or more 
costly to fi x than the cost of the forgotten 
maintenance. The trick is not too much 
and NEVER too little.

Durability – our work should last at least 
50 years

In 2006, the Australian Building Codes 

Board (ABCB) set out the durability 
we should achieve with our buildings. 
Hooray! This excellent but long-winded 
publication is largely summarised in 
the extract Table 2.4 Minimum Design 
Life. The short answer is that everything 
you do should survive at least 50 
years if properly maintained. What is 
interesting is the diffi culty of access/
cost of replacement is now recognised 
as a major factor. Sadly there are 
no guidelines to help us achieve 

Making money from 
investment buildings 
and even from your own 
home is getting harder 

and harder. In the second part 
of his maintenance article, Jerry 
Tyrrell  tells how smart investors 
and builders are doing it.

cpd academy

“I’d like to go out with you Liz, but you’ve always been too much trouble.” 

“The short answer is 
that everything you 
do should survive 
at least 50 years if 

properly maintained.”
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these levels of durability. And, more 
importantly, there is no regulatory 
regime that requires manufacturers 
to make sure their products meet the 
durability criteria.

Fashion can pay
Most of the time, maintenance means 

black and white building works. Does the 
building need fi xing or recoating? Sure. 
However, smart owners and managers 

add value every time they can make more 
rent, keep a tenant longer or get a new 
one faster. This is because it is better to 
integrate contemporary design changes 
with the usual maintenance. 

Have you taken the hint? Contractors 
can guide their commercial customers to 
spend a bit more. It may be the awnings, 
a new  facade, better lighting or replacing 
a tired old front fence and mailbox. Both 
of you should get a fi nancial benefi t – the 

owner gets better rents/returns, while 
you  earn more money from the job.

Green buildings, bike racks, adding 
space

The principles apply to improvements 
in science. There was a time when 
high-rise buildings did not have lifts. 
And occupants opened windows to alter 
the temperature. Technology constantly 
improves and o�ers the new solutions 
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new condition by maintenance.
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Deterioration
Buildings progressively 

deteriorate over time and will 
continue to deteriorate if 

maintenance is not carried out
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Building Age

ECONOMIC LIFE

Property unusable or serious failures occur

MAINTENANCE INSPECTION
A maintenance inspection at any time 

in the life of a building establishes 
baseline condition and returns the 
premises to a point where cyclical 

maintenance should minimise future 
problems. Reinspection before work 

is always advisable.
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Maintenance throughout a building’s life.
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that clients want. Owners now want 
to merchandise their buildings using 
features such as energy effi ciency, 
better sunlight, user-friendly features 
such as small car spaces and bike racks, 
courtyards with seating etc. 

Some of the upgrades relate to using 
the latest technology. For instance, 
security systems o�er remarkable 
features. Replacement windows can 
be double glazed, thermal or sound-
reducing glass. Again these are 
ingredients which can be added to 
the basic maintenance you are doing. 
One note of warning: be  really careful 
of installing any new product which is 
untested. For example, coatings which 
are okay in Europe may be unsuitable in 
our sunny country.

Risk
Over the years, building owners will 

try to reduce risk because their clients 
demand it. We fi t smoke alarms, raise 
balustrades, replace plate glass in doors, 
fi t non-slip stair nosings, apply slip-
resistant coatings to tiles and upgrade 
fi re safety measures. 

On January 1, 2012 Australia will 
welcome the Work, Health and Safety Act 
2011. This is a great achievement, but 
it will seriously increase the penalties 
everyone faces if they do not prevent or 
minimise avoidable accidents. Risk is 
relentless and another major part of the 
maintenance landscape. 

When you are quoting for work you 
can easily add value by advising your 
client to:

Improve fall arrest systems for roofs
Upgrade fi re safety
Remove all trip hazards
Make sure fall hazards in balustrades 
are eliminated
Always use the correct slip resistance 
for external fi nishes
Be vigilant about hazards ALL the time 
(e.g. low AC units, gaps more than 
125mm etc.)
Big maintenance is an investment - it 

is all about the economics. Every serious 
owner wants to get a return on every 
maintenance dollar. Staying up-to-date 
with changes in services, coatings and 
facades will provide opportunities when 
discussing maintenance with key clients. 
And every building more than 15 years 
old, let alone  every repaint cycle, may 
call for  some upgrade or makeover.  

Please email me any thoughts or 
experiences at jwtyrrell@tyrrells.com 

Jerry Tyrrell is founder of the Institute 
of Building Consultants and co-founder 
of Tyrrells Property Inspections. He 
has more than 38 years’ experience 
as a labourer, tradesman, contractor, 
architect, mediator, building 
consultant and author.

Next Issue: Anatomy of building

The Work, Health & Safety Act 
+ BCA + Standards = Boring. 
Or Opportunity. Or Boring 
Opportunity
Here is another opportunity for the ABCB 
to consolidate all the fragments of risk 
reduction into an accessible document. The 
Premises Standard rightly requires access 
for everyone even if you need a wheelchair. 
Too bad if you have to get to a rainwater 
head 15m  above ground in an inner city 
light well. 

At the moment, there are no clear 
guidelines on access for maintenance, so  
buildings are more dangerous and costly to 
maintain. Contractors will take inevitable 
short cuts and harm themselves and others. 
Then there are the other issues of slips, 
falls, air quality, thermal performance, fi  re 
safety, mould, ergonomics (yes, correct 
heights reduce workplace and home injury), 
sun shading and so on.

ABCB, please coordinate the wonderful 
resources you currently have all over the 
shop! You will save us all money, time and 
stop this justifi  ed criticism. PLEASE!

Some people 
sure don’t like 
the BCA and 
Standards
This is what 
some readers 
thought about 
Australian Standards 
and the Building Code of 
Australia:

“The costs are absolutely ridiculous and 
so much is duplication, it is very hard to 
keep up with it all.” John, architect, NSW

 “Our Building Code (despite claims 
that it is the envy of other countries) does 
not serve the interests of the construction 
industry, as it is a bulky, wordy document, 
not easily read by practitioners.” Hans, civil 
Engineer, VIC

“Hopefully you’ll convince the 
bureaucrats that change is essential!” Urs, 
architect, QLD

“Why is it so hard to fi  nd out what wall 
ties I should use and where they go?” 
David, builder, NSW

“It’s seemingly very easy to complicate 
something, of course much harder to 
communicate and summarise the simple, 
concise and clear requirement.” Ian, 
architect, SA

“You have to wonder if all the di�erent 
bodies actually ‘talk’ to each other.”  Livio, 
architect, Brisbane

Table 1 Design life of buildings and components

Design life of buildings (dl) (years) Design life of components or sub-systems (years)

Category

Category No. of years

Readily 
accessible and 
economical to 

replace or repair

Moderate ease 
of access but 

diffi cult or costly 
to replace or 

repair

Not accessible or 
not economical to 
replace or repair

Short 1 < dl < 15 5 or dl (if dl<5) dl dl

Normal 50 5 15 50

Long 100 or more 10 25 100

The design life of buildings should be taken as Normal for all bu ilding importance ca tegories unless 
otherwise specifi ed
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